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Abstract In this paper, given a set of check-in data, we aim at discovering representative
daily movement behavior of users in a city. For example, daily movement behavior on a
weekday may show users moving from one to another spatial region associated with time
information. Since check-in data contain both spatial and temporal information, we propose a
mobility evolution pattern to capture the daily movement behavior of users in a city. Further-
more, given a set of daily mobility evolution patterns, we formulate their similarity distances
and then discover representative mobility evolution patterns via the clustering process. Rep-
resentative mobility evolution patterns are able to infer major movement behavior in a city,
which could bring some valuable knowledge for urban planning. Specifically, mobility evo-
lution patterns consist of segments with the spatial region distribution and the corresponding
time interval. To measure good segmentation from a set of check-in data, we formulate the
problem of mining evolution patterns as a compression problem. In particular, we compute
the representation length of the patterns based on the Minimum Description Length prin-
ciple. Since the number of daily mobility evolution patterns is huge, we further cluster the
daily mobility evolution patterns into groups and discover representative patterns. Note that
we use the concept of locality-sensitive hashing to accelerate the cluster performance. To
evaluate our proposed algorithms, we conducted experiments on the Gowalla and Brightkite
datasets, and the experimental results show the effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed
algorithms.
Keywords Mobility pattern · Data mining · Pattern clustering · Urban planning
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1 Introduction
With the development of mobile networks and the popularity of smart phones, it is easy for
users to share geographic information in location-based services. For example, users could
check in their visiting places and share them with their friends via Foursquare or Facebook.
They can also upload photos with GPS information to Flickr. Note that check-in data and
geo-related photos can reflect users’ movement behavior. By analyzing these check-in data,
one could understand how and when people move around in a city. An understanding of the
moving behavior of users would be helpful in urban planning [18] and for mobile advertise-
ment services. Moreover, a city government can understand better how the inhabitants move
and how to plan city transportation.
With geographic data, investigating the mobility of users has been widely studied. For
example, prior works in [14,15,21] have proposed some algorithms to mine user moving
patterns. The authors in [12,28,30] proposed methods of location recommendation. Most of
these works focus on exploring the movement patterns of users. Movement patterns refer to
frequent sequences of regions where regions are spatial areas in which most users frequently
stay. Note that those movement patterns only reflect spatial regions of users and sequential
relationships among regions. We claim that mobility behaviors of users should indicate not
only spatial regions but also time information. In addition, with the popularity of location-
based social networks, a considerable amount of check-in data is generated every day. Thus,
in this paper, we aim at mining mobility evolution patterns that capture daily movement
behaviors of users in a city. Mobility evolution patterns indicate where and when users
stay in a city and how users move around a city within a day. Moreover, given a set of
daily mobility evolution patterns, we further cluster mobility evolution patterns to extract
representative patterns. Such patterns are more concise and represent major daily mobility
evolution patterns.
Since mobility evolution patterns consist of segments with spatial region distribution and
the corresponding time interval, one naive way is to order the check-in records by their
timestamp. Then, we can get a sequence of check-in records in the spatio-temporal domain.
However, this approach is too detailed for mobility evolution patterns. The reason is that a
check-in record is a point of place with the precise location and timestamp. Hence, we use the
concept of feature region to transform the point level to the region level. The region level is to
show people who come to a region rather to a specific place. To derive feature regions, we use
the OPTICS algorithm [3] to cluster the check-in records with spatial proximity. The reason
for using this OPTICS algorithm is that the cluster results can depict many check-ins in the
cluster regions and represent the activities around an area. In Fig. 1, we have three feature
regions A, B, and C in the left map. After extracting these regions, we can mark the check-in
records to the feature regions. In Fig. 1, we represent the mobility evolution pattern of the
day with feature regions of A, B, C, and D at the bottom of the graph. Thus, we get the basic
daily mobility evolution patterns by ordering feature regions according to their timestamp.
After processing the spatial factor of the mobility evolution pattern, we need to determine
the time factor of the pattern. Because the timestamp is too detailed to cluster daily mobility
evolution patterns, we need to replace the timestamp of the patterns with time intervals.
Intuitively, the easy way is to divide check-in records into a set of segments by a specific
time interval. The mobility evolution patterns can now be recognized as a series of segments
with feature regions. In order to represent the feature regions of the segments, we compute
the distribution of the feature regions as the spatial model in each segment. Therefore, every
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Fig. 1 An example of mobility evolution patterns
segment has its distribution of feature regions, and the mobility evolution pattern becomes a
series of segments with feature region distribution.
With a large number of mobility evolution patterns, we may encounter the problem of
loading a huge amount of mobility pattern data to memory for clustering the mobility evo-
lution patterns. Therefore, we want to reduce the pattern size while still preserving mobility
information. To solve this problem, we propose an algorithm GreedyMDL to compress the
size of the mobility evolution pattern. Our algorithms combine the segments until we get
good segmentation results. To measure good segmentation from a series of segments, we
formulate the problem as a compression problem. We use the compression technique of the
Minimum Description Length (MDL) principle [23], which has demonstrated its effective-
ness in trading off accurate and concise data representations [25,26], for segmentation. By
the MDL principle, we can merge segments with the shortest representative length. After
segmentation, we would get the mobility evolution patterns of smaller size while preserving
mobility for each day.
In light of the mobility evolution patterns of each day, we further cluster the daily mobility
evolution patterns into groups, and for each group, we select one representative mobility
evolution pattern. For example, in Fig. 1, we have two representative patterns from two
clustering results. As can be seen in Fig. 1, the first 2days have similar mobility evolution
patterns so they would be grouped together. To cluster daily mobility evolution patterns, we
derive a mobility evolution pattern distance function (MEPD) to measure the distance of the
patterns. However, we may encounter performance issues in calculating all pair similarities
in clustering when the number of days is huge. Therefore, we explore the locality-sensitive
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hashing (LSH) [1,9,11] idea to speed up the cost of deriving similarities, which improves the
clustering performance. Based on the features of mobility evolution patterns (i.e., the spatial
and temporal information hidden in segments of the mobility evolution patterns), we propose
themultiple level hash family.With the LSHmethod, the clustering process is efficient.When
we cluster daily mobility evolution patterns to many groups, we can extract the representative
mobility evolution patterns from each pattern group. Thus, we can have the representative
mobility evolution patterns as the urban informatics around a city.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
– We formulate the problem of mining and clustering mobility evolution patterns from
check-in data.
– We define mobility evolution patterns based on the MDL principle.
– We propose a distance function to measure the similarity in mobility evolution patterns
and use this function for clustering mobility evolution patterns.
– We use the LSH concept to accelerate the performance of clustering mobility evolution
patterns.
– We extract the representative mobility evolution patterns from the clustering result for
the urban informatics in a city.
– We conduct experiments on real datasets to demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency
of our proposed algorithms.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 reviews the related work.
Section 3 presents the background information of our work. Section 4 describes the pro-
posed methods of mining mobility evolution patterns. Section 5 illustrates the approach of
clustering for representative mobility evolution patterns. Section 6 reports the performance
of our algorithms. Section 7 concludes this paper.
2 Related works
Prior studies have elaborated on mining mobility patterns [19,22,29], mining trajectory pat-
terns [4,7,10,13–15,21], recommending attractive locations [12,28,30] from collective GPS
trajectories, and developing location searches [5,6,8,27].
In mining mobility patterns, the study in [22] extracted the movement features from
check-in datasets to model the mobility pattern. Our method is different from this works
in terms of handling the temporal factor. We use the MDL principle to determine the time
variation. Moreover, the authors in [29] proposed fine-grained sequential patterns, and the
[19] was to mine the periodic behaviors of moving objects. The authors in [7] studied the
relation between human geographic movement, its temporal dynamics, and the ties of the
social network. However, they did not handle the similarity issues of pattern clustering that
proposed in our work.
In trajectory patternmining, those studies onmining trajectory patterns focus onmodeling
mobility from GPS trajectories by exploring discrete Markov models [15] or spatio-temporal
association rules [31]. The authors in [20] proposed mining periodic behaviors from moving
trajectories. A periodic behavior is a statistical description of the periodic movement for one
specific period. The study in [10] investigated the movement of objects from a sequence
of spatio-temporal locations. However, the dataset of trajectory is high-sampling rate. Their
methods cannot be applied to the low-sampling rate dataset of check-in records that we use.
Recently, location-representative information such as Travelogue has provided rich and
useful user-generated content. The analysis of location-representative information enables
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several application scenarios including destination recommendation and location summariza-
tion. For example, the authors in [30] proposed a location-aware recommendation framework
that recommends interesting locations (e.g., Birds Nest) and possible activities (e.g., sight-
seeing) from geographic databases, GPS logs and Web data. The authors in [12] proposed
a location-topic model that extracts location-representative knowledge from Travelogue.
[28] proposed a location recommendation service that incorporates user preferences, social
influence, and geographic influence which are integrated for Point of Interest (POI) recom-
mendations in location-sharing services such as Foursquare, Facebook, etc. In these works,
they focus on recommending location and are relevant to the feature regions we used in
mobility evolution patterns. But, their purposes were not to extracting mobility patterns.
In summary, while the existing studies show promising results, the prior works did not
address the problem of the clustering of mobility evolution patterns. Moreover, the methods
of the prior works could not be applied to our work in pattern clustering for these three
reasons. First, our mobility evolution patterns are different from the patterns of the previous
works. For example, the work [22] did not consider the time factor, and the time factor
of [7] is continuous. However, our patterns contain time factor, and the time is discrete.
Second, previous works, such as [19], did not propose of similarity function for the patterning
clustering. Third, dataset is not compatible because the trajectory data are high-sampling rate
in some works such as [10]. In our work, we use the check-in dataset which is low-sampling
rate. Therefore, we propose new mobility evolution patterns based on the MDL principle to
solve the temporal issue, and this pattern can be apply to check-in records. In addition, for
mobility evolution pattern clustering, we also propose a distance function to measure the
similarity of the patterns.
3 Preliminary
In this section, we first describe our framework for mining and clustering mobility evolution
patterns. Second, we define the mobility evolution patterns. Finally, we describe the objective
function of mining mobility evolution patterns.
3.1 Framework
Our framework is illustrated in Fig. 2. The proposed framework consists of three components:
feature region extraction, mobility evolution pattern extraction, and pattern clustering. In the
Fig. 2 Overview of the
framework for mining and
clustering mobility evolution
patterns
Check-in Records
Feature Region Extraction
Mobility Evolution Pattern Extraction
Pattern Clustering
Representative mobility evolution patterns
input
output
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feature region extraction component, we group check-in records with location proximity to
obtain the important areas in a city. Moreover, the mobility evolution pattern extraction is to
mine themobility patternwith the spatial and temporal factors, and it is used to reveal the daily
movement in a city. For pattern clustering, we cluster the similar daily mobility evolution
patterns to extract representative mobility evolution patterns. In the following sections, we
describe the methods and definitions used in this framework.
3.2 Mobility evolution patterns and clusters
In this section, our goal is to define mobility evolution patterns. From a set of check-in data
records, mobility evolution patterns depict the changes in moving behaviors with time. The
following are some terms used in this paper.
Definition 1 (Check-in records) A check-in record gi ∈ G is a place with a timestamp and
latitude and longitude location that is recorded by a user.
We first cluster check-in records to feature region set R by using the latitude and longitude
attributes of the records.
Definition 2 (Feature regions) A feature region ri ∈ R is a cluster of locations derived by
OPTICS [3]. It represents the location attribute of a check-in at the region level. Figure 1
shows four feature regions A, B, C, and D.
We mark these check-in records according to their feature region and divide the records
by a time interval to get into a sequence of segments S.
Definition 3 (Segments) A segment si ∈ S contains a set of check-in records in a time
interval δt . For example, si = {g1, g2, . . . , g|Gi |}. Each check-in record gi ∈ si belongs to a
feature region, where f (gi ) = r j and Gi is the check-in records in segment i . The f (g) is
the mapping function to get the check-in record’s feature region, and ri is one of the feature
regions. For instance, Fig. 3 shows one segment with four check-in records, where two belong
to the brown feature region, one belongs to the dark green feature region, and one is in the
green feature region.
To formally describe the spatial aspect of a segment, we use a model to represent it.
Definition 4 (Model) Amodelmi ∈ M is the distribution of the feature regions in a segment
which is represented as the probability sequence pi (r1), . . . , pi (r|R|), where pi (r1) indicates
the occurring probability of r1 and |R| is the number of feature region types. In Fig. 3, the
model m1 is {p(brown) = 0.5, p(darkgreen) = 0.25, p(green) = 0.25}.
Definition 5 (Change point) In two consecutive segments, if their models are different, the
dividing point is called the change point. In Fig. 3, one change point is between s2 and s3.
With the above definitions, we compress segments into mobility evolution patterns using
the MDL principle.
Definition 6 (Mobility evolution patterns) A mobility evolution pattern ei ∈ E is a
sequence of consecutive segments with models with the shortest representation length. We
define the shortest representation length later. In Fig. 3, we can compress the twelve segments
with three models. The three models form the mobility evolution patterns.
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Fig. 3 Illustration of segments and models
Given a set of mobility evolution patterns of users, we can cluster the similar patterns
together for urban planning.
Definition 7 (Mobility evolution pattern clusters) A mobility evolution pattern cluster is
a set of similarity mobility evolution pattern. For example, Fig. 4a is shown the mobility
evolution patterns of five users. In Fig. 4b, we can observe that two clusters (U1, U2) and
(U3, U4, U5) are extracted.
3.3 Representation length of the MDL
We have mentioned that the representation length is the way to determine the mobility
evolution pattern. In this section, we introduce our objective representation length function
based on the MDL principle [16,23,26]. To use the MDL principle, we need to introduce
Kraft’s inequality [24]. Using Kraft’s inequality, we can identify the relationship between a
code length and a probability. The relationship can be defined in the formula:
L(z) = − log p(z) (1)
where p(z) is the probability of a random variable z, and L(z) is the code length of p(z).
In our mobility evolution pattern, by the MDL principle, the representation length is divided
into two parts. One is model length, which is used to measure the code length of each model.
The other is the segment description length, which is the code length of the segment that is
described by the models.
3.3.1 Model length
We now formulate the model length and the segment description length. Given the model set
M , for each model mi ∈ M , mi is the probability sequence pi (r1), . . . , pi (r|R|) according
123
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Fig. 4 Mobility evolution patterns and clusters. a Mobility evolution patterns. b Mobility evolution pattern
clusters
to feature regions R. As a result, the model length of the model mi is formulated as follows:
L(mi ) =
∑
r j∈R
− log pi (r j ). (2)
We could further derive the model length of the model set M as follows:
Lmodel(M) =
∑
mi∈M
L(mi ) =
∑
mi∈M
∑
r j∈|R|
− log pi (r j ). (3)
3.3.2 The description length
Here, we introduce how to describe a segment using a model. Given one segment si and its
corresponding model mi = (pi (r1), . . . , pi (r|R|)), the description probability is as follows:
p(si |mi ) =
|R|∏
j=1
pi (r j )
N (r j ,si ) (4)
where N (r j , si ) is the number of times that r j occurs in si . Then, we can get the description
length of mi describing si below:
L(si |mi ) = −logp(si |mi ) =
∑
r j∈|R|
−N (r j , si ) log pi (r j ). (5)
Consequently, we acquire the segment description length of a sequence of segments S as
follows:
Lsegment(S|M) =
|S|∑
i=i
L(si |mi ) =
|S|∑
i=i
∑
r j∈|R|
−N (r j , si ) log pi (r j ). (6)
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3.3.3 Representation length
Given model set M , segment set S, and feature region set R, the objective function designed
to measure the representation length equals:
Q(M, S, R) = Lmodel(M) + Lsegment(S|M). (7)
4 Mining mobility evolution patterns
According to the objective function derived for mobility evolution patterns, we propose two
greedy algorithms to efficiently discover the mobility evolution patterns.
4.1 Design concept
Given a set of check-in data, our first step is to extract the feature regions. As pointed out
earlier, a feature region is a group of the check-in records with proximity. Once the feature
regions have been extracted, the next step is to use the feature regions to discover the mobil-
ity evolution patterns for each day. The term evolution is used to describe how the mobility
changes as time goes by. Moreover, the mobility evolution patterns are a series of segments
where each segment has a sequence of the probability distribution of feature regions with
a time interval. The naive way of discovering the mobility evolution patterns is to partition
the check-in records with a specific time interval. For example, we can partition a day into
twenty-four segments by a 1-h time interval. In this work, we use 1-h time interval according
to the time feature of previous work [19]. The check-in records in each time interval would
form a segment. Each segment would have a sequence of probability distribution of feature
regions. The twenty-four segments form a mobility evolution pattern representing the mobil-
ity over time. However, with a big dataset, wemay need a large amount of space to store every
segment when using the naive method. We want to reduce the data size of mobility evolution
patterns with fewer segments. In addition, when decreasing the size of the mobility evolution
patterns, these patterns should still preserve the mobility information of the original patterns.
To achieve this purpose, we borrow the concept of the Minimal Description Length (MDL)
principle to compress the mobility evolution patterns. As we know, theMDL principle can be
used to determine the regularity of the data. By this property we can compressmobility evolu-
tion patterns without losing much mobility information. To compress the mobility evolution
patterns, we propose the representation length function Eq. 7 based on the MDL principle to
merge segments. With the MDL principle, we can compress mobility evolution patterns with
mobility information preserving. Thus, the compressed mobility evolution patterns would
be small and would preserve the mobility information of the original data. According to the
design concept, we propose two methods to mine mobility evolution patterns. One is the
algorithm GreedyKL (standing for a greedy method based on KL divergence) and the other
is GreedyMDL (standing for a greedy method based on MDL principle).
4.2 GreedyKL
Given a set of check-in records, we partition the records into a sequence of segments by a
specific time interval, and we get a baseline mobility evolution pattern. Then, we use the
GreedyKL algorithm to merge the similar segments until we reach the error threshold. The
error threshold is the upper bound of error for compressing mobility evolution patterns. The
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error is defined as follows:
ERROR(A, B) = 1|T |
|T |∑
i=0
H(Ati , Bti ) (8)
where A and B are models of mobility evolution patterns, T is the set of initial time intervals,
and H is the Hellinger distance. The Hellinger distance is defined as follows:
H(P, Q) = 1√
2
√√√√
k∑
i=1
(
√
pi − √qi )2 (9)
where P and Q are the probability distributions of the feature regions. The GreedyKL algo-
rithm is to determine the segments that can be merged. To decide the segments to be merged,
we need to formulate the similarity measurement among the segments. Each segment has
its own model that depicts the probability distributions of feature regions. Thus, given two
check-in segments, we use the Kullback-Leibler (abbreviated as KL) divergence as the simi-
larity measurement. Without loss of generality, given two segments with their models P and
Q, the distance between two probability distributions P and Q over feature regions is as
follows:
KL(P ‖ R) =
|R|∑
i=1
p(Ri ) ln
p(Ri )
q(Ri )
. (10)
Because the KL divergence is asymmetric, we define the distance for these two segments
SP and SQ through the following equation:
D(SP , SQ) = max {KL(P ‖ Q),KL(Q ‖ P)} . (11)
The equation enables us to search for the most similar segment SQ for the segment SP .
As we get the two most similar segments, we, then, merge the segments and execute the
second take to compute the new representation length. When GreedyKL reaches a minimum
representation length, it stops and returns the mobility evolution pattern.
Here, we formally introduce our pattern extraction algorithm, GreedyKL, to compress
the mobility evolution patterns with error threshold. Specifically, given initial segments,
GreedyKL computes the segments’ initial model from the check-in records. Iteratively,
GreedyKL selects the best pair of segments to merge according to the KL divergence Eq.
11. The merging of the best pair of segments in each iteration would have a new error rate
from the original data. The algorithm would merge the segments until it reaches the error
threshold. When reaching the error threshold, the algorithm terminates, and the current seg-
ment and model sets are returned as the mobility evolution result. Algorithm 1 summarizes
the main idea of GreedyKL. First, GreedyKL assigns each segment with associated feature
region distribution in its own segment (S1, M1) (Line 1). At each iteration of the algorithm,
the most similar segments of KL divergence are selected and merged. Once the selected pair
of segments have been merged, the segmentation result Sm and the set of models Mm at the
m-th iteration are updated accordingly (Lines 15-16). If it reaches the error threshold, the
segmentation result (Sm, Mm) is returned.
Time and space complexity: Let the number of models be k and the number of iterations
be i . Given a sequence of n segments, it requires O(n2) space to store the spatial distances
between each pair of segments in an iteration. On the other hand, it takes O(n2 ∗ i) time in
general as there are i iterations, each of which requires at most O(n2) operations to determine
the best pair of segments.
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Algorithm 1: GreedyKL
Input: S1: initial segments;
M1: initial models;
errorth : error threshold;
errorcur : current error;
Output: (Sm , Mm ): m-iteration segments and models;
m = 1;1
errorcur = 0;2
while errorcur <= errorth do3
lmin = lcur ;4
Initialize dist as zero;5
for j = 1 to |Sm | − 1 do6
for k = j + 1 to |Sm | do7
if D(Smj , S
m
j+1) < dist then8
l = j ;9
r = k;10
dist = D(Smj , Smj+1);11
end12
end13
end14
Update Sm+1 by merging Sml , Smr ;15
Update Mm+1 by merging Mml , Mmr ;16
m = m + 1;17
errorcur = ERROR(Mm+1, M1);18
end19
return (Sm , Mm ) ;20
4.3 GreedyMDL
We introduce our algorithm GreedyMDL in this subsection. Unlike the compressing pattern
with KL divergence of GreedyKL, the GreedyMDL method is to merge segments based on
theMDLprinciple. TheGreedyMDLmethodwould greedilymerge the segments if it gets the
shortest representation length after merging. Specifically, given initial segments and an error
threshold, the GreedyMDL computes the change points in a bottom-up fashion. Iteratively,
GreedyMDL selects the best pair of segments to merge according to the objective function
Eq. 7. The best pair of segments in each iteration is the one for which the merging has the
shortest represented length. After merging, we get the error rate from the original data, and
the current set of change points is returned. The algorithm would terminate if the error of
the new pattern is larger than the error threshold. With the set of change points, we can
easily get the segmentation results. Algorithm 2 summarizes the main idea of GreedyMDL.
First, GreedyMDL assigns each segment with associated feature region distribution in its
own segment (S1, M1). At the m-th iteration of the algorithm, the best pair of segments that
satisfies the objective function is selected and merged. Once the selected pair of segments
have been merged, the segmentation result Sm and the set of models Mm at them-th iteration
are updated accordingly (Lines 18–19). Then, it computes the new error rate from the original
data. If the new error rate exceeds the error threshold, the segmentation result (Sm, Mm) based
on the current set of split points is returned.
Time and space complexity: Let the number of models be k and the number of iterations
be i . The complexity of GreedyMDL is analogous to the agglomerative clustering algorithm,
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as GreedyMDL starts with initial segments and iteratively merges selected pairs of segments
to merge until one or k segments are left. Therefore, for a sequence of n initial segments,
it requires O(n2) space to store the spatial distances between each pair of segments. On the
other hand, it takes O(n2 ∗ i) time in general as there are i iterations, each of which requires
at most O(n2) steps to update the spatial distance among segments and determine the best
pair of segments.
Algorithm 2: GreedyMDL
Input: S1: initial segments;
M1: initial models;
errorth : error threshold;
errorcur : current error;
Output: (Sm , Mm ): m-iteration segments and models;
m = 1;2
errorcur = 0;3
while errorcur <= errorth do4
Initialize dist as zero;5
for j = 1 to |Sm | − 1 do6
for k = j + 1 to |Sm | do7
S′: combine Smj and Smk in Sm ;8
M ′: combine Mmj and Mmk in Mm ;9
if Q(M ′, S′, R) < dist then10
l = j ;11
r = k;12
dist = Q(M ′, S′, R);13
end14
end15
end16
Update Sm+1 by merging Sml , Smr ;17
Update Mm+1 by merging Mml , Mmr ;18
m = m + 1;19
errorcur = ERROR(Mm+1, M1);20
end21
return (Sm , Mm ) ;221
5 Clustering mobility evolution patterns
Given a set of daily check-in records, we already present two algorithms, GreedyKL and
GreedyMDL, to extract the mobility evolution patterns of each day. Thus, the daily mobility
evolution patterns from check-in records in an area are derived. In this section, we further
cluster the daily mobility evolution patterns into groups, and for each group, one representa-
tive mobility evolution pattern is derived.
5.1 Hellinger distance and LSH
Before we describe the method of pattern clustering, we introduce the technique of the
Hellinger distance and the locality-sensitive hash (LSH) that are used in our clustering
method. The Hellinger distance is used to measure the similarity of the probability sets.
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Equation 9 is the distance function of the Hellinger distance. Because the mobility evolution
patterns are represented with the probability distribution of feature regions, we can use this
distance function to measure the similarity of the patterns. Another advantage is that the
Hellinger distance can be taken as the Euclidean norm [17]. Because an optimal locality-
sensitive hash family exists within the Euclidean distance [1], it can be used to improve the
similarity performance by eliminating the dissimilar patterns. Therefore, we can exploit LSH
to improve the performance of the clustering algorithm.
5.2 Distance function of mobility evolution patterns
To perform pattern clustering, we need to measure the similarity of the daily mobility evo-
lution patterns. To achieve this purpose, we propose the mobility evolution patterns distance
function (MEPD) based on the concept of the Hellinger distance. The idea of MEPD is to
measure the average Hellinger distance over all overlapping time intervals. Given two mobil-
ity evolution patterns A = (a1, a2, . . . , ai ) and B = (b1, b2, . . . , b j ), we have to determine
the overlapping time intervals because different time intervals represent differentmovements.
The distance of mobility evolution patterns is the average Hellinger distance. We define
the distance as follows:
MEPD(A, B) =
∑
ai∈A
∑
b j∈B|O(ai ,b j )>0
H(ai , b j ) × O(ai , b j )
T I
(12)
where O(ai , b j ) is the overlap of time intervals, and T I is the time summation of all time
intervals.
In general, theMEPD can be taken as the average Hellinger distance between the mobility
evolution patterns. Thus, if two mobility evolution patterns are similar, the MEPD would
be smaller. By using the MEPD function, we can then perform clustering on the mobility
evolution patterns that are extracted from the check-in data.
5.3 Exploring LSH to speed up clustering
Based on the similarities function, we could perform existing clustering algorithms to cluster
dailymobility evolution patterns.WithGreedyMDL,we canmerely load compressed patterns
for clustering.This canhandle the issue ofmemory size in clustering.Anothermajor challenge
in clustering is the performance of deriving all similarities among patterns. Thus, in this paper,
we borrow the concept of the LSH (standing for locality-sensitive hashing) to prune the cost
of deriving similarities among all patterns. In this paper, we adopt density-based clustering
algorithms as the clustering algorithm. The reason for using theOPTICS algorithm is because
we may not know how many clusters exist. Performing the OPTICS algorithm for pattern
clustering according to their mobility patterns may result in performance issues when the
data size is huge. In the OPTICS algorithm, we have to compute the MEPD of all patterns to
get the pattern’s neighbors. Because MEPD needs to compute the Hellinger distance of all
models in the mobility patterns, the time complexity may grow to O(n3). As the data are big,
it may not be feasible for computation. Hence, to accelerate the cluster efficiency, we use
the concept of locality-sensitive hashing (LSH), which is used to determine the similar and
dissimilar patterns, and guarantee the quality of the similarity results. When we can separate
the similar and dissimilar patterns, we only have to compute the similarity of the similar
partitions. By exploring the LSH, we can avoid the comparison of all mobility evolution
patterns, and only compute the MEPD on the similar patterns.
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Fig. 5 Multi-level LSH
illustration
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Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
E2LSH
In the LSH algorithm, we use the existing method of E2LSH [2] for the pattern clustering
on mobility evolution patterns. E2LSH is the near optimal LSH on the Euclidean norm. In
addition, E2LSH can be used in clustering mobility evolution patterns. This is because the
Hellinger distance in theMEPD function can be taken as the Euclidean norm [17]. Therefore,
we can use the E2LSH method to solve the performance issue.
Because the time intervals in mobility evolution patterns vary, to perform E2LSHwe need
to add the following steps. First, we decompress the time intervals of the mobility evolution
patterns into the initial time interval. Hence, we modify the MEPD function to LSH MEPD
in Eq. 14. Assume we have the initial time interval set T = (t0, t1, . . . , tk), which is the
specific time interval for generating the initial segments. We use a time mapping function to
get the corresponding pattern model. The time mapping function is below:
MT (ti , A) = ai | ti ∈ I (ai ), ai ∈ A (13)
where I (ai ) is the time interval of the pattern model ai .
LMEPD(A, B) =
k∑
i=1
H(MT (ti , A), MT (ti , B)) × ti|T | (14)
where |T | is the time summation of all time intervals. Second, because the LMEPD function
is the aggregation of the Hellinger distance, we create different level LSH buckets depending
on the initial time interval set. Then, each model in the mobility evolution patterns is passed
to its own level buckets via E2LSH. Figure 5 illustrates how models in a pattern hash to the
different levels of buckets. For example, m1, m2, and m3 are assigned to buckets at different
levels. Thus, we can use the mobility patterns in the same level buckets for computing the
MEPD to get the neighbors. By using the multi-level E2LSHmethod, the OPTICS algorithm
on MEPD with LSH can reduce the time of comparison for selecting the neighbors and thus
achieve better performance.
5.4 Extracting representative mobility evolution patterns
After the clustering process, we could have a set of daily mobility pattern groups and each
group can form the representative mobility evolution patterns around a city. Although the
daily mobility patterns in the same group are similar, each may still have different probability
distributions of feature regions and time intervals. Therefore,we need a post processing step to
integrate the patterns in the same group to extract representative mobility evolution patterns.
For this purpose, we first decompress the patterns in the same group to the initial time
interval, and each time interval of a pattern would have its own probability distribution of
feature regions. Second, for each group, we compute the average probability distribution of
feature regions of the patterns in the same initial time interval. After this step, we would have
a new mobility evolution pattern with initial time intervals for each day. Finally, to acquire
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a representative mobility evolution pattern, we run the GreedyMDL algorithm again to get
a new mobility evolution pattern. Thus, every group can generate a representative mobility
evolution pattern, and the representative mobility evolution patterns of a city are derived.
6 Performance evaluation
In this section, we first describe our experimental settings. We then analyze the quality and
performance of clustering mobility evolution patterns.
6.1 Experimental settings
We set up our experiment with a real dataset, the Gowalla check-in dataset [7], in order to
contend with real-world phenomena. Table 1 summarizes the details of the datasets that we
use. It has 353,485 check-in records around New York city from February 2009 to October
2010 from Gowalla, and 567,472 records in American East from Brightkite.
We use different metrics for evaluating the quality and performance of clustering mobility
evolution patterns. In mobility evolution patterns, we measure the pattern phenomenon by
two metrics: Segment Size which is the number of segments used in mobility evolution
patterns; and (ii) Error which is the average of the Hellinger distance from the original data.
Intuitively, a small segment size means that we use less storage to store the patterns, and a
higher error indicates that less original information is preserved from the ordinal check-in
records. Moreover, in clustering mobility evolution patterns, we use Mobility Loss Rate to
measure the effectiveness of the mobility evolution patterns and Runtime to measure the
efficiency of the clustering algorithm.
Because we use lossy compression method to extract the mobility evolution patterns,
we have the information loss compared to the original data. For example, in Fig. 6, U1
and U2 are similar in uncompressed patterns, but they are dissimilar after the algorithm
GreedyMDL because of the more distinct region distribution (the dash square). Thus, to
evaluate the effectiveness of the mobility evolution patterns in pattern clustering, we pro-
pose the mobility loss rate to measure the information loss compared to the uncompressed
patterns. The mobility loss rate is defined as the number of users for incorrect cluster assign-
ment divided to the total number of users. The correct cluster assignment is defined as the
cluster results of uncompressed patterns because the uncompressed patterns would preserve
all mobility information of users. For measure mobility loss rate, we use uncompressed
patterns as the baseline method, which uses initial segments and models as the mobility
evolution patterns. Thus, if the mobility evolution patterns we extracted have lower mobil-
ity loss rate, it depicts that the patterns could be less mobility information loss and more
representativeness.
Table 1 Check-in datasets
Gowalla around New York Brightkite in American East
Records 353,485 567,472
Duration February 2009–October 2010 April 2008–October 2010
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Fig. 6 Illustration of mobility loss rate
Fig. 7 Feature regions with
different OPTICS settings
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6.2 Performance study
6.2.1 Evaluation of mobility evolution patterns
Before we start the discussion of the quality of the mobility evolution patterns, we first inves-
tigate the relationship between the feature regions and parameters (radius ε and minimum
points minPts) of the OPTICS algorithm. In Fig. 7, the number of feature regions decreases
when the radius increases or the number of minimum points decreases. For example, there
are 1059 feature regions when the radius is 50m and minPts is 40 points, and 22 regions
when the radius is 300m andminPts is 40 points. This is because a larger radius would form
a cluster with a large area, and smaller minPts would easily form a cluster. The number of
feature regions would influence the results of the mobility evolution patterns. Figure 8 illus-
trates how feature regions and error threshold influence the number of compressed segments
in a mobility evolution pattern.
We would have fewer segments with a larger radius and smaller minPts. The reason is
that there is higher probability of having two segments with similar region distribution when
we have fewer feature regions. If two similar segments would be merged by the GreedyMDL
algorithm, then we get a lower error rate in the mobility evolution patterns. Moreover, with a
higher error threshold, we can compress the mobility evolution patterns to a fewer number of
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Fig. 8 Number of segments with the error threshold varied
segments. For example, in Fig. 8c, the number of segments of error threshold 0.5 is fewer than
the number of segments of error threshold 0.1 in every feature regions setting. If we increase
the error threshold, we can have good compression of the mobility evolution patterns with
fewer segments. However, fewer segments would also lose some mobility information of the
mobility evolution patterns. Thus, we use the result of the experiment to get the parameters
of the OPTICS algorithm and error threshold. According to the discussion above, we have
a concept of the relationship in the mobility evolution patterns, feature regions, and the
parameters of OPTICS. Next, we discuss how to decide better OPTICS parameters and error
threshold by pattern clustering and how to evaluate the quality of the representative mobility
evolution patterns.
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Fig. 9 Number of pattern
clusters with different OPTICS
settings
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6.2.2 Performance of clustering mobility evolution patterns
In this section,we evaluate the quality and performance of pattern clustering for representative
mobility evolution patterns. In the last section, we have left the issue of how to decide
the proper OPTICS parameters. We would need proper parameters for the performance
experiment. To decide the parameters, we use a parameter test to find the parameter which
can extract the greatest number of clusters. If we have fewer feature regions, the dailymobility
evolution patterns would be similar and form fewer clusters. And, if we have toomany feature
regions, the daily mobility evolution patterns would be dissimilar and no clusters may exist.
For this reason, we run pattern clustering on the daily mobility evolution patterns of the
baseline method.We choose the parameters of the OPTICS which have the largest number of
clusters as our experiment setting of the OPTICS in the feature regions. In Fig. 9, we find that
it extracts the largest number of clusters when using a radius equal to 100m and minimum
points equal to 50. Thus, we use this setting to evaluate the performance of the clustering for
representative mobility evolution patterns.
After deriving the setting of the OPTICS in feature regions, the other issue is to determine
the error threshold of the GreedyKL and GreedyMDL algorithm. For this issue, we want
to have an error threshold that would have higher mobility preserving patterns after the
compression of the GreedyMDL algorithm. To have higher mobility preserving patterns,
we would choose an error threshold of the GreedyMDL algorithm that would have the
lowest mobility loss rate for the clustering result compared with the baseline. The reason is
that lower mobility loss rate means the mobility information is not lost after GreedyMDL
compression. Thus, the clustering result would be mobility preserving. Figure 10 is the
mobility loss rate of different error thresholds of the GreedyMDL algorithm. As Fig. 10
shows, the mobility loss rate dramatically decreases after the error threshold 0.6. This is
because a higher error threshold leads to higher compression, and it also eliminates some
mobility information. Furthermore, the mobility loss rate of GreedyKL decreases after the
error threshold 0.5. This means the ability of mobility preserving of GreedyMDL would be
better than that of GreedyKL. Based on the results of the mobility loss rate experiment, we
choose error threshold 0.3 for GreedyKL and 0.5 for GreedyMDL as the better mobility
preserving parameter for the GreedyMDL algorithm.
We have already determined the parameters of the feature regions and the GreedyMDL
algorithm, and then we start to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the clustering for
representative mobility evolution patterns. For effectiveness, we compared the data size and
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Fig. 10 The mobility loss rate of
GreedyMDL and GreedyKL with
the error threshold varied
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Fig. 12 Mobility Loss Rate of
Baseline, GreedyKL,
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with LSH
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mobility loss rate of the four methods: baseline, GreedyKL, GreedyMDL, and GreedyMDL
with LSH. Here, the parameters of GreedyKL are radius of 100m, minimum points of 50,
and error of 0.3, and for GreedyMDL, and GreedyMDL with LSH, the settings are radius
of 100m, minimum points of 50, and error of 0.5. In Fig. 11, GreedyKL, GreedyMDL, and
GreedyMDL with LSH have fewer segment to describe the daily mobility patterns than the
baseline method, and GreedyMDL has fewest segments. Thus, the three algorithms store
the patterns with less storage. In addition, GreedyMDL performs better compression than
GreedyKL. Although GreedyKL, GreedyMDL, and GreedyMDL with LSH can save the
space for storing data, they still have low mobility loss rate around 0.1 as shown in Fig. 12.
That is, the mobility evolution patterns of our algorithms can be mobility preserving.
Finally, for efficiency, we compared the runtime of the four algorithms: baseline,
GreedyKL, GreedyMDL, and GreedyMDL with LSH. Figure 13 shows that GreedyMDL
is faster than baseline and GreedyKL, and GreedyMDL with LSH is the fastest. The reason
is that GreedyMDL has fewer segments than baseline and GreedyKL, and fewer segments
can reduce the times of comparison. In addition, GreedyMDLwith LSH is the most efficient.
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Fig. 13 Runtime comparison of
Baseline, GreedyKL,
GreedyMDL, and GreedyMDL
with LSH of Gowalla
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Fig. 14 Runtime comparison of
Baseline, GreedyKL,
GreedyMDL, and GreedyMDL
with LSH of Brightkite
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This is because it can avoid all pairs comparison in the clustering algorithm. Moreover, in
Fig. 14, GreedyMDL is also faster than baseline and GreedyKL in a larger dataset. These
results demonstrate that GreedyMDL and GreedyMDL with LSH are effective and efficient
for extracting the representative mobility patterns.
7 Conclusion
In this paper, our goal is to mine and cluster daily mobility evolution patterns from check-
in data. Via the clustering process, we intended to discover representative daily mobility
evolution patterns. To achieve this, we addressed the problems: (1) how tomodel the mobility
evolution patterns and (2) how to cluster the mobility evolution patterns. Thus, we propose
two methods, GreedyKL and GreedyMDL, to extract the mobility evolution patterns for
describing the movements. The mobility evolution pattern is formed from a sequence of
segments, where each check-in segment is represented by a region distribution derived from
the check-in records. To get a goodmobility evolution pattern, our algorithmsmerge segments
untilweget the shortest representation length,where the representation length is definedbased
on the Minimum Description Length (MDL) principle. For grouping the users according to
their mobility patterns, we built a mobility evolution pattern distance (MEPD), which is
based on the Hellinger distance, to measure the similarity of the patterns. With this pattern
distance function, we can run a cluster algorithm, which is the OPTICS, to group the users
with similar mobility evolution patterns. In addition, to handle the performance issue on all
pair comparisons, we used the locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) concept to put the users with
similar patterns together. In this way, we only need to calculate the pattern distance with
possibly similar patterns. In our experiments, we used the metrics of error and mobility loss
rate to evaluate the quality of the mobility evolution patterns. The experimental results show
that our algorithms can mine mobility evolution patterns with good quality. Moreover, for
the clustering of mobility evolution patterns, our proposed scheme is able to speed up the
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clustering process. In the mobility loss rate experiment, would prove the patterns we used in
pattern clustering has lower mobility loss rate.
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